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Cite as 35 NRC 145 (1992) CLI-92-8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMlSSIONERS:

Ivan Selln, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
James R. Curtiss
Forrest J. Remick
E. Gall de Planque

_

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-443-OL'

50-444-OL
(Offsite Emergency

Planning issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAl.lPSHIRE, et al.

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) April 3,1992

'Ihe Commission affirms the Licensing Board's decision in LBP-91-24,33
NRC 446 (1991) (granting summary judgment to Applicants) that the record in
this proceeding now demonstrates that in all foreseeable circumstances evacu-
ation - not sheltering - is the planned prc'ective action option in a general
radiological emergency, for the general beach population, within a 2-mile radius
of the Seabrook facility. The Commission fmds timt Intervenocs have failed to
make the presentation required in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.749(c) to obtain discovery to
challenge Applicants' summary disposition egest. The Commisuon funher .

notes that given the record establishing that she cring is not a planned protec-
tive action optica, earlier Appeal Board directivas e the Licensing Loard to
consider whether state planners had provided sufficient implementing measures
for sheltering the beach population are now moot.

a
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RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERYt SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.749(c), a party _ asserting that it needs discovery to
respond to a summary disposition motion must identify by affidavit what specific
information it seeks to obtain; in the absence of such a showing, a Boaid is free
to grant summary disposition (upon a determination that there are no genuine
issues of material fact) without providing for discovery. See Wisconsin Electric
Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-696,16 NRC 1245,1263

& n.32 (1982).

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVEltY; SUMM ARY DISPOSITION

A party cannot complain that it has been deprived of any right to conduct
discovery when it fails to make the specific showing required under 10 C.F.R.
}2.749(c) c:tablishing what information it expects to gain through discovery _

and how that infortnation is essential support for its opposition to a summary
disposition motion.'

N'f'Y PLAN: PROTECTIVE ACTIONS; CONTENT*

..' r

(5 -rA11G)

ed reflects that under a state's radiological emergency response,

ig is not a planned protective action option in any foreseeable
, then a previously identified issue of what actions that state need*

; ment such a protective action option is, as a practical matter, moot.>

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION (MATERIAL
- ISSUE)

When the provisions of a state's current radiological emergency response plan
do not identify sheltering as a protective action option and when state emergency
planning officials fully corroborate Applicants' position that no genuine issue
of material fact exists relative to that state's intention not to use the sheltering
option, to avoid a grant of summary disposition on that matter Intervenors would
have to present contrary evidence that is so "significantly probative" as to create
a material factual issue. See Anderson v. Liberry Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,

249-50 (1986).
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DECISION

As part of their challenge to the adequacy of ernergency planning for the
Seabrook Station, various Intervenors questioned whether the New llampshire
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (NIIRERP) made sufficient provisions
for the use of the protective action option of sheltering. Deir central concern
in this regard was planners' utilization of sheltering for those members of the
public who frequent the New llampshire Atlantic Ocean beach areas that lie
within ERPA A, the portion of the Scabrook plume exposure pathway emergency ,

planning zone (EPZ) within a 2-mile radius from the facility. The matter is now
before us pursuant to the appeal of Intervenors Massachusetts Attorney General
(MassAG) and the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP)
from LBP.9124, 33 NRC 446 (1991), a Licensing Board final ruling on
this subject.' hese Intervenors maintain that the Licensing Board erred in
accepting Applicants' position that earlier Appeal Board directives to consider
further whether State planners had provided sufficient implementing measures
for sheltering the beach population are now moot. In doing so, they contest the
Licensing Board's pivotal finding that the adjudicatory record now demonstrates
that emergency phnning officials for the State of New llampshire (State) have
concluded that in all forescet.ble circumstances in a general emergency (the
highest emergency action level classification), evacuation - not sheltering
- is the planned protective action option for tac general beach population
(l.c., the 98% of the beach population that has evacuation transportation).
Because we find that Intervenors' substantive and procedural challenges to the
Licensing Board's summary disposition determination are unavailing, we uphold
the Board's determination.

I. IIACKGROUND

he controversy now before us has its roots in testimony presented to the
Licensing Board in May 1988. Responding to assertions by appellant NECNP
and other Intervenors that State planners had not properly employed sheltering
as a protective action option for the general beach population, State emergency
response officials (in conjunction with Applicants' planners) testified that they
intended to utilize the plan's " shelter-in-place" option for the general beach

Ila accordance with the Cmunission's intenrn procedives governmg any appeal"as of nght" rated in proceedmss
that wem before an Appeal Board prior so october 2s,1990, ses s5 i ed. Reg 42,944 '19W). latervsmn' June 11,
1991 nouco of appeal was rded enh the A; peal Doerd conducung appellate review of scabad offme wnergency
plannmg rnatters. Wuh the dissolauen of the Atomic safety and Ltcaumg Appeal Panel at the end of June 1991,
the Appeal Board rersrred tmervenors'srpeal to the Commission.
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population.8 !! was, however, to be invoked only in a limited numbef of
instances, namely when that protecthe action would afford " maximum dose
reduction" or when local conditions (such as weather or road construction)
presented impediments that made evacuation - the principal protective action
option for the general beach population - impractical.' In addition, these State
officials agreed with Applicants' planners that they could envision essentially
one instance that would fulfill the "maxirnum dose reduction" prerequisite
under condition 1: the so-called" puff release," a shoft duration, ncyarticulate
(gascoas) release that would arrive at the beach area within a relatively short
time period when, because of a substantial beach population, evacuation time
would be significantly longer than exposure duration.' Intervenors' own expert
witness agreed that this scenario sa'isfied condition l's " maximum dose savings"
requirement, but asserted that other circumstances met this condition as well.3
In their testimony concerning the use of sheltering under the NilRERP, officials
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) supported the State's
conclusion, declaririg that "[t]here exists a technically appropriate basis for 'he
choice made by the State of New llampshire not to shciter the summer beach
population er.ept in very lim;ted circumstances.**

In its December 1988 partial initial decision regarding intervenor challenges
to the adequacy of the NilRERP, among the matters the Licensing Board
addressed was the use of sheltering as a protective action option for the general
beach population See LBP-88-32, 28 NRC 667, 750-76 (1988). The Board
concluded that Commission emergency planning requirements and guidance did
not mandate that State planners adopt sheltering as a protective action option
for the general beach population, but only that they give careful consideration

2Diroughota the plan, refereness to "shehermg" are to be understood as irivuktr:g the cmccra of "shcher-in-
place." In the vennan of the NilRT.RP nuually adnuued into evidence before the tacensing noard, Ow "shchar-
hs-place" epion is described as fdlows:

Das cm ept promics for shchering at the locaum in whi,:h the shebenng instrwton is received. TN=e
at hms sie to shcher at home; Omne at work or school are to be shchered in the waiplace or school
lauldmg. Transanta kwted indoors or in pnvste kwa will be asked to shedtw at the locaums they are
vsstung if this is feasible. Transacnts wahout access to en indoor locaban wdl be advued to evacuate
as quickly as possible in their own uhwles (i.e., the vehicles ut which they arnvcdl . . . If necessary.
transients wuhout transportanon may aed ducctions to a nearby pubhc tnaddmg imm bxal emergency
wusters. Pubhc buildegs rnay be set up and yned as sheltens for transrTus, on an ad hos bests, J any
unfor[ebeen demand fm sheher anses durma an emergency

NIIRERP, Vol 1, at 2.6-6 (Rev. 2. August 1986)(adnutted as Appbcants' Eahibit 51

3Amhcants' Direct Tesumony No. 6 (51 -itenng), ful Tr.10,022, at 19. Su also M Am I, at 7 8 (letter frnm
it Girome to IL Viciera (Feb. 11,1988), enct 1, at 5-6)

Planrtmg ofrwtals also staicd in th:s tesumany that shehenng would be unhzed as a prota;uve scuon fcr those
heads tranatents without trnasputanon when evacuauon is the recunmended pnxecuve acucn opuon for the beadt
ppatiost. It at 19-20. Appenants raise no issuca before un cwernwg the New llampshire plan's uulaauon
of shehenng for Qua pauon of the beach popujaum,
"Ju Tr.10.719 20,
33n Tr 11 A61-64.
" Amended Test: mony of wdham R. Cummma and kne@ IL Keller en lidialf of IIntAl on shchenng Beach

Pnpulamm Issues, fat Tr.13,%3, at 11.
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to the use of that option.7 he Board accepted FEMA's technical findings
endorsing the State's limited use of sheltering as a protective action option
for the beach population and concluded that the State had given adequate
consideration ~ to sheltering the New Hampshire beach population. In doing
so, it rejected Intervenors' additiomi assertion that the New llampshire plan
was inadequate because it lxked implementing detail for the sheltering option
as applied to the general beach population. De Licensing Board found that,
given the uncertainties involved in invoking this option, it was better left without
implementing details so that decisionmakers would not misunderstand its utility.

- Various Intervenors challenged this and other aspects of IN Liccasing Board's
determination before the Appeal Board. De Appeal Bosd addressed their
claims regarding sheltering for the beach population in a November 1989 ,

decision. ALAB-924,30 NRC 331,362 73 (1989). The Appeal Board rejected
Intervenors' assertion that the FEMA technical evaluation was insufficient to
support the Licensing Board's findings regarding the adequacy of the State's
choice to utilize shcitering for the general beach population only in the limited
circumstances outlined in conditions I and 2 (i.e., when it achieved maximum
dose reduction or when evacuation was a physical impossibility). The Appeal
Board, however, did not accept the Licensing Board's conclusion dlat no
additional irnplementing measures were necessary. Instead, the Appeal Board
found that implementing detail was required to provide decisionmakers with
an understanding of that protective action's benefits and constraints, thereby
allowing them to make an informed judgment about whether to utilize sheltering
in the circumstances, albeit limited, apparently contemplated by State planners.
De Appeal Board also rejected Applicant and Sta!T arguments that the low
probability that the sheltering option would be employed justified the lack of
implementing details. As a consequence, the Appeal Board remanded this matter
(along with several others) to the Licensing Board for appropriate corrective
actioru

Tne efforts of the Licensing Board to comply with this Appeal Board ruling
spawned a series of party filings and Board decisions in which the central focus
became the intent of State planners regarding the use of sheltering as a protective
action option for the ERPA A general beach population under condition 1 (i.e.,
maximum dose reduction). See ALAB-939, 32 NRC 165 (1990); LBP-91-8,33
NRC 197 (1991); LDP-90-12,31 NRC 427 (1990). Ultimately, in its response
!o the second of two Licensing Board certified questions regarding its remt.nd
directive, the Appeal Board observed that the decisional process relative to its
remand had culminated in State, FEMA, and Staff filings that "make clear that

7As wr effe:uveness determmation in tbs pnweedmg suggests, die Board's artalyus in this regard was comet.
- ses CtJW3. 31 NRC 219,244 (1990X afd sub am AfauacAuseru v. NRC. 924 F.2d 311 (D C. Cir-K cert

. dmind. I12 s. CL 273 0991).
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the entities most directly responsible for the administation and evaluation of
the NilRERP now insist that sheltering is not a planned pmtective action option
for the general bexh population in any' foreseeable circumstance." ALAB-945,
33 NRC 175,177 (1991). The Appeal Board advised that if the adjudicatory
record in fact tellected that this "' evolution' of the consideration of sheltering as

a protective action for the general beach population has reached the point where
it effectively has been discarded as such an option " then the sheltering issues
previously identified by the Appeal Board would be moot. Id. The Appeal
Board, however, left it to the Licensing Board to ensure that the administmtive
record, as developed through appropriate procedural avenues, reflected whatever

'information was necessary to support this resolution.
Applicants responded to this guidance by filing a motion for summary dispo-

sition with the Licensing Board, in support of that motion, Applicants submitted
a statement of material issues not in dispute that declared "[s]heltering is not
a plarmed protective action option under the NilRERP for the general beach
population in ERPA A in a general emergency or in any other for[c]sceable cir-
cumstance.*5 Applicants justified this statement by reference to (1) a Licensing-
Board-ordered " Common Reference Document" that the parties stipulated con-
tains all NilRERP pmvisions associated with an ERPA A genend emergency
protective action response from the August 1986 record version of the plan
through the current February 1990 version of the plan, and (2) a January 1991
State memorandum, as attested to by State Emergency 1Ganagement Dhetor
George Iverson during a later telephone conference with the Board. Intervenors
countered with a statement that there were genuine issues in dispute concerning
"[w]hether sheltering is an anticipated and thus, planned, protective action option
under the NilRERP," and "[w]hether sheltering as it is presently a protective
action option under the NiiRERP accomplishes the stated goal of maximizing
dose savings for the beach population of ERPA A under the current provisions
of the plan which contain no implementing procedures for that option and which
apparently distinguish between different classes of beach goers."' As support for
their statement, Intervenors submitted the affidavit of Jeffrey llausner, a self-
employed emergency planning consultant who, for 3 year. prior to April 1991,
was the principal radiological emergency response official for the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts,

la a May 1991 order, the Licensing Board ruled upon Applicants' surnmary
disposition request. LBP-9124, 33 NRC 446 (1991). Refusing to accept
Intervenors' statement of material issues in dispute, the Licensing Board declared

- a%, Me k smary insuf Record Clarirwaiim Duecuve in Al.Aa-939 (Mar. 29.1991)
at 3
'ognition of the MassAG and hTINP to the tjcensee[s') Mouon ror Summary Dispositwn (Apr. 22,1991)

at 9 theremafter Intervenors'sommary Duposinun olyosaim!
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that their statement was based upon the already rejected assumption "that
New llampshire should (shelter the general beach population) because of the
advantages of that option and because of the guidance in NUREG4654/ FEMA
REP 1." Id. at 451 (emphasis in original). Instead, finding that Applicants'
statement that there is no genuine issue to be heard was supported by the
administrative record, the Licensing Board granted summary disposition in favor
of Applicants and declared that the Appeal Board's prior concerns regarding the
sheltering issue were now moot. Intervenors appeal this determination."

IL ANALYSIS

Intervenors challenge the Licensing Board's summary disposidon decision
t

on two grounds, one procedural and one substantive. They assert initially ,

that the Licensing Board improperly granted Applicants' summary disposidon
request without first permitting them to undertake discovery. Intervenors also
attack the merits of the Board's ruling, claiming that its decision in Applicants'
favor was grounded upon a misinterpretation of the term " planned" as State ,

emergency response officials have employed it to describe the use of evac lation
as the protective action option for the ERPA A general beach population.
According to Intervenors, the Licensing Board incorrectly concluded that the
State's description of evacuation as the only " planned" option for the beach
population was equivalent to saying that the shelter in-place option had been
discarded, as opposed to simply not planned for, as a pmtective action choice
for that population. As support for this premise, they rely principally upon Mr.
Hausner's conclusion, as set forth in his affidavit, that on the basis of his review
of the relevant portion of the record and his experience in emergency planning
matters he believes that the State still contemplates using the shelter in-place
option for the general beach population, Intervenors assert that his declaration

Min AtAB-924, the Awcal noard pw. sanded three aher matters to the IJcenama Board in addinon to the issue
of the adespaaey of the NIIRLRP's pluvisions ngardmg sheltenog for the genent beach poplauort. S4e 30 NRC
at s73. The IJeaunn Doard previously issued other rulings raioiving Omas issues. see ISP 9444. 32 NRC 43)
0993); 1RP-9012, 31 NRf; 427 0990), frorn which Intervonors also nmed an appeal, see N(tice of Appeal
Dans 11.1991) at 12. la their ments bnef Eled with the Commkaan, Intervances emethelas have limited their
appellate challenge solely to the licerang Board's beadt pcpustinn shchering decisioet in ISP-9124.

Also in this regard, as was noted earlier, sad s.yre p.149, in A1.AB 924 the Appeal Board suggested that
shchenna implemesatim would be necessary in ensunt the e3pnyrisia use of that pnsecuve scuan opdm in
sinaations falhng under condition 2 involv63 physical inmedimcas to evneuauon. such as fog, snow, hazardous
bridge er toad cmdinons, or highway consuuctm in tBP 90-12, the tJeessing Board found additional plaming
for condium 2 circumstances unnecessary because it involves a nsponse to the complicating effects of a low-
probabdity event occumns independcruly of the accident sequence that triggered the emergency respmse. Ses 31
NRC at 453 (citing recW Car mad ancreic Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Umts 1 and 2h C118412, '
20 NRC 249, sE'da6 noni. Smi Lass obQe MacA<rsfor Peace r. N#C. 751 F.2d 1284 (D.C. Cir.1954L acaud
da part and reA's en 6 sac t'da8ed. 760 F.M 1320 (D.C. Cir.1985), d'd em 6eac. 759 F.2d 26 (D.C. Cir.), cert.
d<aied, C9 U.S. 923 0986)). Derore us, truenenors have not cumested that ruling.
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P

created a material issue of fact that precluded the Board from entering summary
judgment in Ap ' cants' favor,. .

Both Applicants and the Staff urge us to reject these Intervenor challenges,
hey assert that Intervenors were not entitled to any discovery because they
fa!!ed to comply with the requirements of- 10 C.F.R. 52.749(c) concerning
discovery relating to summary disposition motions. Both of these parties also
contend that Applicants' showing established that sheltering is not a protective

'

.

action option for the ERPA' A general beach population and that Mr. liausner's
- afGdavit was insufficient to establish any genuine issue of material fact in this

'
regard;

A, Looking first to Intervenors' discovery entitlement claim, it is apparent
that section 2.749(c) furnishes the template against which we must gauge
Intervenors' prxedural concern. That section provides:

ShotdJ it appear from the afradavits o' a pony opposing the maim ifur summary dispositim!
that he cannot, for reanms stated, present by affidavit facts essential to) !fy his omosition, ,

,

the presiding ofricci may refuse the aglication for summary decision or may orJer a
cmtinuance to permis afradsvits to be obtained or make such other order as is appropriate
and a determination to that effect shall be made a matter of record.

In line with this provision, a party asserting that it needs discovery to respond to a
summary disposition motion must identify by affidavit what specific information
it seeks to obtain; in the absence of such a showing, a Board is free to grant
summary disposition (upon a determination that there are no genuine issues of
material fact) without providing for discovery, See Wisconsin Electric Power
Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB.696,16 NRC 1245,- 1263 &
n32 (1982). .

_

la this instance, in responding to Applicants' summary disposition request,
Intervenors made only a general statement suggesting that further discovery
should be permitted and, thereafter, a hearing should be held." They did
not, by affidavit or otherwise, make a specific showing establishing what
information they expected to gain through discovery and how that information
was essential support for their opposition to Applicants' summary disposition
motion. Because they failed to make the appropriate presentation consistent
with section 2,749(c), Intervenors cannot now complain that they have been
deprived of any right to conduct discovery.- We thus find no foundation for this
assignment of error,

B, ' Wrning to Intervenors' substantive complaint, we did note previously in
this proceeding, although as part of our effectiveness decision, that "so long as
sheltering remains a potential, albeit unlikely, emergency response option for

H su inan.icn* sumnwy rupo.ition oppmiim t is.
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the beach populadon, the NilRERP should contain difections as to how this
choice is to be practicably carried out." CLI 90-3, 31 NRC 219, 248 (1990),
qf*d sub nom. Massachusetts v. NRC,924 P.2d 311 (D.C. Cit.), cen, denied,
112 S, Ct. 275 (1991). We observed further that_ one way to resolve the Appeal
Board's concerns would be " identification of the location of sufficient availabic
shelter together with the means to notify the beach population as to where this
shelter is located," an exercise we believed would not be "especially difficult or
time-consuming." Id. This, howcVer, assumes that sheltering is to be utilized
as a protective action option for the general beach population. As the Appeal
Board later acknowledged in ALAB-945, if the record in this proceeding now
reflects that under the NiiRERP " sheltering is not a planned protective action
option for the general beach population in any foreseeable circumstance," 33
NRC at 177, then the previously identified issue of what actions the State need
take to implement such a protective action option is, as a practical matter, moot.

In their motion for summary disposition, Applicants sought to establish that
the State's positiof) is as the Appeal Board suggested. As support for this
supposition, Applicants relied upon two factors. One is the NilRERP's current

. provisions regarding protective action options for the general beach population.
- As is reflected in LSc relevant portions of the current version of the plan contained
in the " Common Reference Document" accepted by the parties, sheltering is
not identified as a protective action option for the general beach population in
ERPA A in a Eencral emergency." In addition, Applicants referenced statements
in aJanuary 1991 pleading, which was signed by a State Deputy Attorney
General and confirmed in a sworn statement given by the State's emergency
planning director shortly thereafter." Intervenors' protestations to the contrary
notwithstanding,84 on their face these declarations by responsible State officials
provided substantial support for Applicants' position that the State does not plan
to utilize sheltering as a protective action option for the general beach population
in ERPA A in any circumstance it can now foresee."

Usee teensece' Respmas to Memorandum and order of January 24.1991 (Jan. 28.1941) et 71 109 (N!!RERP,
Vol 8. at (LO 1 to 6.10 4 & Furm 210A (Rev, s, Fehary 1990)).
"See Memorandum in support of Licensecs' Maion for summary Dssposition of Record Clanficaum Diremve
in A1.AB-939 (Mar. 29.1991) at 5 (citing Mernarandum of the (State) est ALAD-939 (Jart 10.1991) at 12; Tr-

2s.493).
34The thnast of tmervenors' attack upon thes* sccord statanents by state officials is that they do not scaect the
staie's actual intenuun regarding use of shelvwmg for the beach populauart In light of Intervenors' failun to
peuvule any cmcitte evidence uwt these ufficials' a,aternenta cannot be taken at faan value. see Wra p,154. we
see no mason na no do na This is particularly so given the state's failurs to object to Amlicams' representauans
regarding its emergency planning posture, an action that it previously has shown itself more than willing to
undenake if it rescavea that its position is bemg etiastated See { state]*a Comments Regardmg Apphcanu'
Response to ticensing Board Order of January 11.1990 (Feb.16,1990) at 2.
"See also T: 2s.46s At sortier pama in this pmaedina, the record was unclear regardmg the State's plan for
sheltering. and the Swte's plan. as originaDy undersiend by the paruca, accma to have evolved. See ALAB-939,
32 NRC at 17%79. At cumntly understamt, however, the state's plan not to inclade the shelter-in-place opaon

fCosum.ed)
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1

In the face of the plan's current provisions and these statements " straight
from the horse's mouth" that both ftlly corroborate Applicants' position that no
genuine issue of material fact exists relative to the State's intention not to use
the shelter-in-place option for the general beach population, to avoid summary
disposition on this matter Intervenors had to present contrary evidence that was
so ":lgnificantly probative" as to create a material factual issue.;Sec Anderson v.
Liberty Lobby, Inc.,477 U.S. 242, 249-50 (1986). In his affidavit, Mr.1-lausner
does declare that the State intends to utilize sheltering as a protective action
option for the beach popu'.ation. As his affidavit nonetheless makes clear, Mr.

.

.Ilausner's position in this regard is not based upon any concrete, first-hand
knowledge about what the State intends to do. Rather, he provides what is at
best an " educated guess" about the State's intentions. Ilis speculation in this
regard can hardly be described as so "significantly protutive" that it creates a
material factual issue,

Simply put, Intervenors failed to counter the Applicants' showing that was
based upon the reqord before the' Licensing Board and cstablished that no
material issue of fact now exists regarding the State's intention not to use
shchering as a protective action option for the general beach population in
ERPA A in a general emergency, Decause the matters remanded by the Appeal
Board were rooted in the central premise that it was the State's intent to
employ sheltering in some form as a protective action option for this population,
Applicants also were correct in asserting t!ut those matters are no longer at
issue. Therefore, contrary to Intervenors' claim, the Licensing Board acted
appropriately in granting summary disposition in favor of Applicants.

for the general beach pqmlane in a general emergency a fully casistent wuh evalerwe on the secord on tha,

hrmted value of shchenna as a procedive syim. See LDP-88-32,25 NRC at 75948. Indeed, the evoluuan in
the stais's plan (m at taast the pames' undentandmg or that plan) has been in a directim that makes the plan
more cmsistent with the weight of evidence on thn iccord than it was at the ome d LEP-18-32, the IAznsing
Board's iniual decision addressing sheltenng.
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III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Licensing Board's decision in LBP-9124,33 ,

NRC 446, is affemed.
IT IS SO ORDERED,

For the Commission *i

SAMUEL J. ClllLK
Secretary of the Ccmmission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 3d day of April 1992.

.

-

i.

f-
|

t-

I'Commisskmer do I%nque abstamed, and Commiukmers Cuniss and Remick did mu parucpaw in dus maner.
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Cite as 35 NRC 156 (1992) CLl 92 9

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR SEGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
James R. Curtiss
Forrest J. Remick
E. Gall de Planque

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 030-05980
030-05982
030-08335
030 4 8444

SAFETY LIGHT CORPORATION
UNITED STATES RADIUM

CORPORATION
USR INDUSTRIES, INC.
USR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS,INC.
USR METALS,INC,
USR LIGHTING, INC.
U.S. NATUR AL RESOURCES, INC.
LIME RIDGE INDUSTRIES,INC.
METREAL, INC.
(Bloomsburg Site Decontamination) April 10,1992

The Commission denics the NRC Staff's petition for review of the Licensing
Board's orders framing issues for resolution in the proceeding with respect to
jurisdictional matters and the Licensees' financial resources. The Commission
observes, however, that an earlier Appeal Board ruling in the proceeding. ALAB-
931,31 NRC 350 (1990), constitutes the law of the case and that the Licensecs'
financial resources cannot be a deciding factor in deciding the necessity of the
safety measures at issue in the proceeding.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

A petition for review of an interlovutory order must meet one or more of the
criteria in 10 C.F.R. {i2.786(b) and 2.786(g).

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

We expansion of issues for litigation in a proceeding rarely affects the basic
structure of a proceeding in such a pervasive or unusual way as to warrant
interlocutory review.

ATONilC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY STANDARDS

Re extent of Licensecs' fmancial resources cannot be a deciding factor in
determining whether the actions ordered by the Staff are necessary to adequately
protect public health and safety, %c Licensecs' solvency has no n:levance to
determining the hazard or the need for action to address the hazard at a site
potentially requiring decontamination or other remedial action.

LICENSING llOARDS: AUTIIORITY

RULES OF PRACTICE: LAW OF TIIE CASE

Licensing Boards are obligated to adhere to the decision of higher tribunals
in the Commission's adjudicatory system. Rus, the decision of an appellate
tribunal, even at an interlocutory phase of the proceeding, constitutes the law of
the case as to questions actually decided or decided by necessary implication.

. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Re NRC Staff has petitioned the Commission for review of an unpublished
interlocutory order of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, dated December
13, 1991, in which the-Board denied the Staff's reques for clarification or
reconsideration of certain issues that the Board identified in a September 10,
1991 order as germane to the resolution of this proceeding. Safety Light
Corporation and USR Industries (hereinafter " Licensees") urge the Commission
to deny the petition. Ibr the reasons stated in this Order, we deny Staff's petition
for review.

Before we address Staff's petition for review, the appropriate standards for
review of interlocutory orders merit reiteration because neither Staff ner the
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Licensecs have properiy addressed those standards in their filings before us.8
Staff relies on 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b) as the basis for the Commission's taking
review of the disputed aspects of the Licensing Board's orders, llowever, in
addition to showing that one or more of the five criteria in section 2.786(b)(i)-(v)
are met, Staff is also obligated to demonstrate that its petition meets one of the
criteria in 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786(g) because the orders for which feview is sought
are essentially interlocutory in nature.

When the Commission adopted its revised appellate procedures last year, the
Commission preserved the existing case law standard for interlocutory review.
Proceduresfor Direct Commission Review of Decisions of Presiding Officers.

L 56 Fed. Reg. 29,403 (June 27,1991). As a general rule, interlocutory review
has been disfavored and is not allowed under our rules of practice.10 C.F.R.
6 2.730(f). Over the years, the former Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

*

Board recognized certain limited exceptions to this prohibition in extraordinary
circumvances under which a party could ask the Licensing Board to refer a
matter for interlocutory appellate review or could seek " directed certification"
from the Appeal Board itself 2 in establishing the new appellate structure under
which the Commission will conduct any appellate review of decisions and
actions of presiding officers in agency adjudications, the Commission codified in
section 2.786(g) the existing standard governing interloct, tory review pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. il2.718(i) and 2.730(f). 'Ihus, in addition to meeting one of the
criteria in section 2.786(b), the petitioner seeking interlocutory review must also
show that the certified question or referred ruling either

(1) "Ihreatens the pany adversely affected by it with immediate and sermus irreparable
~ impact which, as a practical mauer, could not be alleviated through a petkion for review of

the presidmg officer's final decisicn. or
(2) Affects the basic structure of the proceeding in a porvasive or unusual manner.

10 C.F.R. 5 2.786(g).
In this context, Staff's petition for review is properly understood as a request

for directed certification, in particular, Staff asks the Commission to undertake
review and reverse the Licensing Board insofar as the Board adopted the
following two issues:

What fiscal resources are actually available io the Licensces, either as pnhable payments
under their insurance policies or as expenditures from their own corporate resources?

I' Die ta:ermeen quote a superseded vermn of our rules in their esswer to staff's petition. our current nile,
effective July 29,1991 was published at 56 Fed. Res. 29.401,29.4rM-10 Oune 27.1991).

.210 C.F.R. 6 2.7186); see 4-3.. Virgma Elecmc and Powr Co. (North Arma Power stau.m. Uruts I and 2).
ALAB 741. I8 NRC 371 (1983); rublic service Co. of 144ana (Marble Ilill Nuclear Gmeriur,g stauon. Unes !

and 2). ALAB-405, s NRC 1190 0977)
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and

Since the Board has already noted fTr. 563 5M) that therc 's at this pant no law of the case
on such matters as jurisdictius, are there any matters of f act needed to clarify this issue so
that we can rule on i' whh finahty?

Order (unpublished) at 6 7 (Sept.10,1991). Staff contends that the Licensing
Board's refusal in its December 13 order to reconsider the adoption of die two
issues is " contrary to established law and constitutes a prejudicial procedural
error which '| .catens to affect the basic structure of the proceeding in a penasive
manner." NRC Staff's Petition at 2.5 The Licensees support the Board's adoption
of the issues and suggest that neither warrants Commission review.

. Whatever the merits of Staff's position on the particular issues, we do not
believe that our review is necessary at this time. De harm, if any, that Staff may
suffer is largely prospective in nature. He Licensing Board has not precluded
Staff from putting on its own case or from ultimately demonstrating that the

- questions are not determinative of whether Staff's orders should be sustained.
At most, the Licensing Board has included within the scope of its deliberations
two questions that may shape its final decision in earlier proceedings, even if
there was a conflict with prior precedent, the mere expansion of issues rarely
has been found to affect the basic structure of a proceeding in such a penasive
or unusual way as to warrant interlocutory review,' We think the same principle
holds true in the circumstances now before us and, thus, do not believe that
interlocutog review is warranted under the criteria of section 2,786(g).

By declining review, we do not mean to imply that the soundness of the
~

Licensing Board's actions is free from doubt. . Although the extent of the
Licensecs' fmancial resources, even by Staff's admission, has some relevance

;

to this proceeding. the extent of the Licensecs' financial resources cannot be
a deciding factae _ 1 determining whether the actions ordered by the Staff
are necessary to ade..'ately protect the public health and safety. See Union
of Ccncerned Scientists v. NRC, 824 F.2d 108,11418 (D.C. Cir. - 1987).

_

He Licensecs' solvency has no reknnce to determining the hazard at the
Bloomsburg site or the need for actica a deal with that hazard.

Moreover, the Board's generalization that there is no " law of the case"
. appears to be 3 sweeping. Under the " law of the case" doctrine, lower
tribunals are ? - . illy obliged to adhere to the decision of appellate tribunals

3 Although il does not spectrically refereice them. Staff appears to re3y on the second cmenon in 40 CLR
5 2.786(g) and the critena in section 2.786(P(4)(ii) and (iv) as a basis for renew.
'Leat sland Ugking Co. (shorcham Nw Power statian. Unit 1) ALAD.888, If NRC 257,262 (1988).i

cinas At.AB-861, 25 NRC 179.135 0987) (same case). Clevelaad Dectric tilw unaans Ce. (Peny Nuclear
Power Flant, Unas 1 and 2), Al.AB-706.16 NRC 1754.1757 (1982), and revuylmia r,n.er sad Ught Co,

- (susquehanna steam Electne st4 tion. Units I and 2) ALAB.641.13 NRC $50,552 (1981).
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in subsequent proceedings in the same case, even if the appellate body has
,

--decided an issue at an interlocutory phase of the proceeding.s The doctrine
- applies, however, only to' questions actually decided or decided by necessary-
implication. BanActs Trust Co. v. Bethlehem Stect Corp.,761 F.2d 943,950 (3d

Cir.1985).
In ALAB 931, 31 NRC 350 (1990), the Appeal Board;found that USR

Industries' sale of Safety Light Corporation in 1982 was a transfer of control
within the meaning of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and that the failure
to notify the NRC of the proposed transfer and the failure to have obtained
consent were a sufficient foundation for the inclusion of USR Industries in the

- enforcement orders. 31 NRC at 368. Although this finding may be challenged in
a petition for leview of the Licensing Board's initial decision at the conclusion
of proceedings before the Board, the Appeal Board's fmding in ALAB-931

. constitutes the " law of the case" at this point which must be followed by_ the
Licensing Board. The Appeal Board left open, howevel, the question whether
certain other matters needed to be resolved which might bear on jurisdiction
over USR Industries and its subsidiaries. See id. at 367 n.53 & 370 n.60. With;

respect to these other matters, there appears to be no " law of the case" and,i

| _thus, further inquiry may be appropriate.
| We see no need, however, to undertake a closer examination of either issue

raised by the Staff at this time.- We think it more appropriate to reserve our

L review, if necessary, to a more fully developed record and focused decision
! - on the merits. To the extent that Staff or any other party believes that it has

| been aggrieved by the Licensing Board's initial decision related to these or
other matters, the Commission will consider appropriate petitions for leview in
accordance with section 2.786(b).

|'

l

,

; .

83es t. year v.FirAer. 888 F.2d 1071.1074 (54 Cir,1989). cert. de=<d.110 s Ct 2209 (1990); N,uicaui Airf.aes.:

lac. v. farernational Aar's of Machimsu and Ascospa:e Worters 430 FJd 957. 9c0 (5th Car.1970), cert. denied.
400 U.S. 992 (1971). t.icensing Boards are cenainly bound to follow the duccuves of higher level tribunals in
the Commina;on's a4udicatory syntan.'see SousA Caroham Eleco;c ca.t Cas Co. (Virgt! C sommer Nuclear
Statinn. Urut 1) AtAB-663.14 NRC 1140.1150 (1981). review dechaed. Ct.1-82-lo,15 NRC 1377 (1982);
P=blic service Co, c/New ItampsAire (scabnx* station. Units I and 2), t.UP.88 6,27 NRC 245. 251-52 (1918).

!
|
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' Accordingly, Staff's petition for review of the Licensing Iloard's orders of -.

September 10 and December 13,1991, is denied. ,

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Ibr the Commission'

SAMUEL J.- CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

= Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 10th day of April 1992.
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Cite as 35 NRC 103 (1992) LBP-92 7

- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD'

Before Administrative Judges:

Pete" 8. Bloch, Chair
Dr. Jerry R. Kilne
Dr. Peter S. Lam

in the Matter of Docket No. 030 29626-OM

(ASLBP No. 92-653-02-OM)
(Byproduct Material License

No. 24-24826-01)
(EA 91 136)

(License Suspension)

PIPING SPECIALISTS, INC. April 17,1992

The Board issues subpoenas at the request of a party and expresses its
appreciation for the appearance of the witnesses. It also requires prefiled wTitten
direct testimony in this enforcement case but permits parties to avoid filing
wTitten statements to the extent that they have made reasonable efforts to obtain

the prefiled testimony or have special reasons for not wanting to obtain it from
a particular witness.

RULES OF PRACTICE: ENFORCEMENT CASE; PREFILED
DIRECT TESTIMONY

The Board requires prefiled written direct testimony in this enforcement case
but permits parties to avoid filing written statements to the extent that they have
made reasonable efforts to obtair the prefiled testimony or have special reasons
for not wanting to obtain it from a particular witness.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Subpoenas: Issuance, Explanation and Related Matters)

MEMORANDUM

We are issuing the four subpoenas requested by the S*.all c' the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (Staff) on April 13,14, and 16,1992. Because a
party has requested these subpoenas, we are assured that the testimony of the
subpoenaed witnesses is relevant to a full and fair hearing of this case and we
have ordered them to appear, according to long-established legal tradition and to
the regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (10 C.F.R 6 2.720(a)).
We appreciate the appearance of the witnesses.

De subpoenas require cach of tha witnesses to appear at the beginning
of our proceeding. However, all four will r.ot be first to testify. llence, we
authorize the party that requested the subpoenas (in this instance, the Staff), to
arrange a reasonable time for each of the witnesses to report ta the hearing.
This time should be set in light of negotiations between the parties concerning
the s;heduling of witnesses, in light of reasonable needs for the Staff to speak
with the witnesses or repare written direct testimony. prior to eliciting their
sworn testimony, and in light of the need for the proceeding to progress without
interruption.

.We note that the Staff, in a Motion of Ap il 13, 1992,1 has requested
permission to present oral testimony in lieu of the written direct testimony
ordered by the Board on April 7,1992. This request shall be granted only to
the extent that the parties have made reasonable efforts to obtain the prefiled
testimony or have special reasons for not wanting to obtain it from a particular
witness.

We are aware that the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 556(d),
contains the followmg sentence: "A party is entitled to present his case or
defense by oral or documentary evidence, to submit rebuttal evidence, and
to conduct such cross-examination as may be provided for a full and true
disclosure of the facts " Under our ruling, a witness may swear to the accuracy
of prepared written direct testimony and must be present for cross-examination.
Consequently, the party will have an oppas tunity to present testimony "in oral or
documentary form," and we will have an opportunity to examine the demeanor
of the witness. The procedure we have adopted win save time and will avail us
of all the evidence.

3 NRC sur! Motion for tme w Presem on!Tesummy of subpoenned weesses (hon).
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We understand the shon time period available 'at this time for preparing
written testimony, llence, we are requiring only that the panics make reasonable
effons to prepare in advance all or part of the testimony of each witness. We
also would understand a pany's difficulty, and would grant an exemption from
the requirement for writen direct testimony, with respect to hostile or unfriendly
witnesses or those with respect to which the pxty has spqcial reasons for
requesting a complete or partial exemption from the requirement for written
direct testimony.

As the Staff correctly notes, at page 1 of its Motion, the Commission's
regulations do not require the submission of written testimony in enforcement
proceedings.10 C.F.k. I 2.743(b)(3). However, we consider our Order of April
7 to be authorized by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.718(d) and (c); see also 10 C.F.R. 5 2.721(d).

ORDER

for all the foregoing reasor.s rad upon consideration of the entire record in
- this matter, it is this 17th day of April 1992, ORDERED, that:

1. The Board shall issue the subpoenas requested for Mr. Barry Mitchell,
Mr. Aaron L. Reil, Mr. James A, llosak, and Ms. Rene Husberg.

2. Tbc Board authonzes the Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
to accommodate the convenience of the witnesses,( >nsistent with the needs of

this proceeding, with respect to the time at which parties are required to appear
at the hearing.

3. The panies shall make reasonable efforts to prepare written direct testi-
mony. Exemptions from this requirement may be granted for specific witnesses
upon motion.

i

e
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4. This Mernorandum and Order shall be served together with the subgxx-
nas.

,

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Petr S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Peter B Bloch, Chair
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

,

.Bethesda, Maryland

_
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Cne as 35 NRC 167 (1992) LBP-92 8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCL. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD'

Before Administrative Judges:

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Dr, Richard F. Foster

Frecerick J, Shon

in the Matter of Docket No 040-08989 ML
(ASLBP No. 91638-01 ML)
(Byproduct Material Was's

Disposal Licansq

ENV!ROCARE OF UTAH, INC. April 30,1992

In a proceeding involving the licensing of a facility for the disposal of section
1le(2) uranium and thwium byproduct material, the Licensing Board determines
that the only petitioner for intervention lacks standing and, accordingly, that its
petition for intervention and request for a hearing should be denied and the
proceeding terminated.

AiOMIC ENERGY ACT: STANDING TO INTERVENE

Section 189a(1) of the Atomic Tncrgy Act, and implementing NRC regula-
. tions, provides an opportunity for hearing to " interested'' persons and, accord-
ingly, requires persons to possess standing in order to participate as a matter of
right in a hearing

! 167
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RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE

Commission regulations specify that a petitioner for intervention must set
forth its interest in the proceeding and the "possible effect of any order that
may be entered in the proceeding" on its interest.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE

in determining standing, the Commission applies contempomneous judicial
concepts of standing. Under those standards, in order to establish standing,
a petitioner must demonstrate both that it has suffered or will likely suffer
injury from the action under review and that the injury falls within the " zone of
interests" at least arguably sought to be protected by the statute being enforted.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)
-

To demonstrate ihjury in fact, courts require a showing that the petitioner has
suffered or will suffer a " distinct and palpable" harm, that the harm fairly can
be traced to the challenged action and that the injury is likely to be redressed
by a favorable decision.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)

Where purported harm or injury has not yet occurred, it must at least be
shown to be likely, 'Ihe petitioner must have a "real stake" in the outcome of
the proceeding, a:though not necessarily a substantial stake,

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (PLEADING REQUIREMENTS)

In ruling on standing questions, a Licensing Board must accept as true all
material factual allegations of a petition, except to the extent it deems them
to be overly speculative. Warth v. Seldin. 422 U.S. 490, 501 (1975); United
Transportation Union v. Interstate Commerce Commission,991 F.2d 908,911-
12 (D.C. Cir.1989). In evaluating injury in fact, a board is limited to the types -

of injury in fact actually asserted by the petitioner.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)

A generalized grievance shared in substantially equal measure by all or a large
class of citizens will not result in the distinct and palpable harm sufficient to
support standing. Interest "as a corporate citizen," as alleged in this proceeding,
is such a generalized grievance.
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ROLES OF PRACT!CE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACTJ

An alleged injury that is neither caused by the licensing of a facility not could
be alleviated by license conditions imposed on the facility cannot be recognized
as a basis for injury in fact.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)

Perpetual joint and several liability for onsite incidents involving byproduct
waste, irrespective of fault, as imposed by the Superfund statute, can constitute
injury in fact for a waste disposer to intervene in a proceeding involving licensing
of a waste disposal facility, as long as the disposer has shown sufficient interest
in considering use of the facility in question.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)

It is not a valid tiasis for denying injury in fact from the licensing of a facility
that the potential user of the facility could alternatively establish its own facility,
particularly where the potential user claims no expertise in the establishing ora

opemting of such a facility.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (ZONE OF INTEREST)

Although historically economic injury has been held not to constitute a zone
- of interest sought to be protected by the Atomic Energy Act, the amendment of

section 84a(1) to include consideration of the economic costs of the disposal of
byproduct material expanded the zone to include certain types of such injury,

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (DISCRETIONARY)

A petitioner that lacks standing of right may nonetheless be granted standmg
- as a matter of discretion, based on a weighing of six specified factors. Portland
General Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27,
4 NRC 610,614-17 (1976).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (DISCRETIONARY)

Intervention on a discretionary basis has not been granted in a proceeding
where no other intervenor had established standing of right. Before intervention

_

founded on discretionary standing were granted in such a case, there should be
cause to believe that "some discernible public interest will be served by the
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hearing." Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2),
ALAB-413,5 NRC 1418,1422 (1977).

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENYlON REQUIREMENT
FOR INTERVENTION

in order to be admitted as a party, a petitioner must not only demonstrate
its standing but also must proffer at least one viable contention. 10 C.F.R.
6 2.714(b)(1).

PREllEAltlNG CONFERENCE ORDER
(Terminating Proceeding)

-

Pending before us is a novel - indeed unique - application of the law of
interest or standing to participate in an NRC licensing proceeding. Because we
conclude that Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation (Kerr-McGee or Petitioner)
does not possess standing of right and, in the particular circumstances of this
case, should not be afforded standing as a matter of discretion, we are denying
its petition for leave to intervene and request for a hearing and terminating the
proceeding.

I, PROCEDURAL Il ACKGROUND

nis proceeding involves the application by Envirocare of Utah, Inc. (Ap-
plicant) for a license to accept and dispose of uranium and thorium byproduct
material (as defmed in section !Ic(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,

.42 U.S.C. 5 2014(e)(2)) received from other persons, at a site near Clive, Utah,
approximately 85 miles west of Salt Lake City, in response to a Notice of
Opportunity for Hearing, published on January 25, 1991,2 a timely request for
a hearing and petition for intervention, dated February 25,1991, was filed by
Kerr McGee. His Licensing Board was created to consider that request and to

_

preside at a hearing, if necessary.2
By filings dated March 25,1991, and April 5,1991, the Applicant and NRC

Staff, respectively, filed responses in opposition to Kerr-McGee's request and
petition. On April 15,1991, Kerr McGee filed a reply memorandum in support

I % Fal. Reg. 2959.
I Establishment of Atomic sarcty arid !)censu g Board, dated Mardt 14. 1991. % Fed. Reg.11.7% (Mar. 20.

1990. The Board was recmstauted on January 27.1992.57 Fed. Reg. 4502 (Feb. 3.1992)
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ofits hearing request, aPd on April 30,1991, the Applicant filed a supplemental
answer to Kerr McGee's request.

We initially scheduled a prehearing conference for June 19,1991, but to
accommodate settlement negotiations among the parties and Petitioner, we
postponed and ieschedukd that conference on a number of occasions. We also
granted Kerr McOce several extensions of time to file proposed contentions,
based in part on modifications to the application for the proposed facility.
Kerr-McOce's contentions were filed on December 9,1991, together with its
responses to questions posed by us on May 2,1991, ne Applicant filed its
rcsponses to Kerr-McGee's contentions and to our questions on January 24,
1992. He Staff filed its responses to the contentions and our questions on
February 3,1992 (corrected on February 5,1992).

On 'Ibesday, March 10,1992, we conducted a preheari conference in Salt
.

Lake City, Utah.8 P:sticipating in the conference were .,presentatives of the1

Applicant, Kerr-McOcc, and the NRC Staff (Staff). Information provided prior
-

to and during the conference provides the basis for our conclusion that Kerr-
McGee lacks standing to participate in this proceeding, that at least one of its
proposed contentions satisfies the Commission's standards for admissible con-
tentions, and that one particular contention (absent adjudicatory consideration)
warrants additional Staff attention.

II. LEGAL ANALYSIS

- A. Standing

In order to be admitted as a party to an NRC proceeding, a petitioner
for intervention must demonstrate both that it has standing to participate in a
proceeding and that it has proffered at least one valid contention. 10 C.F.R.
9 2.714(a) and (b). De standing question formed the basis for the opposition
of the Applicant and Staff to the intervention of Kerr McGee.'

l. General

As pointed out by the Commission in a recent determination on standing, the
-

requirement stems from section 18ta(1) of the Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C.
{ 2239(af .), which provides that the Commission shall" grant a hearing upon
the request of any person whose interest may be affected by [a] proceeding . . ."

3 The conference was enrounced thruush a Notice w Picheanns Conference. dawa February 7,1992, pubbshed
at 57 Fed. Reg 5495 (Feb.14,1992),
4 Doth the Applien and stafr cmeafed that at least me or Kem M4ee's pmffemi contenuans emfonns to the

Comnussion*a catenuen requirements. ses pp. 134, !85 86,ips.
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(emphasis supplied). As a result, Comminion regulations specify that a
peutioner for intervendon (such as Kerr McGec) rnust set forth tfut interest
and the "possible effect of any order that may be entered in the pmcecomg on
tha peduoner's interest." 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714(a) and (d). Sacramento Mun/cipal
Urility District (Rar ho Seco Nuclear Generating Stauon). CL192-2,35 NRC
47 (1992).

'The standing questions in this proceeding arise 1,uu Kerr McCee's status
as a potential customer of this facility. Kerr McOcc possesses a large quantity
of mill tailings (estimated by Kerr MeOce as amounting to some 376,4(O cubic
meters), defined by the Atomic Energy Act as section Ile(2) byproduct material,
at its site in West Chicago, Illinois, a now-inoperauve thorium milling facility.
Kerr McGee has long been seckug a way of disposing of this muerial- cither
on its own site or at an offsite kcation.' 1he proposed Envincare facility is
one possible disposal site. At the prehearing conierence, however, Kert McOce
stated that its disposal options had narrowed and that, tellecung environmental -

concerns expressed by the State of Illinois, it had agreed with Illinois not only
that the material would not be disposed of on site but also that it would be
shipped to a site out of the State of Illinois.'

It has long been held that, in determining staning, the Commission applies
contemporaneous judkial concepts of standing. Metropolitan Edimn Co. (1hrte
h'ile Island Nuclear Stadon, Umt 1), CLI 83 25,18 NRC 327,332 (1983). Un-
4 r those standa.rds, in order to establish standing, a petitioner must demonstrate
both that it has suffered or will likely sulfer injury from the action under teview
- 1.c., that there has been or is likely to be " injury in fact" - and that the
injury falls within the "rone of interests" at least arguably sought to be protected
by the statute being enforced - here, the Atomic Energy Act or the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Id., CLI 85 2, 21 NRC 282, 316 (1985);
l'ortland Genrral Electric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2),
CL176 27,4 NRC 610,61314 (1976)t see Air Courier Corf. v. Postal Workers.

| U.S. 112 L. Ed. Ll 1125,1134 (1991),
l 'Ihc Applicant and Staff each claim that Kert McGee satisfies neither aspect

of this standing test. We turn to these claims 3rrlatim.

5 g,,, ,, , g,,,,g,c,, ca,,,c,g c,,p (% esi (hago IIare tarths hnhiy), At.All 944,33 NRC si (IMI)
'Tr 910.17.19. 23. *15 wniten ms;enal ser'mtad by Kerr M4 ice f611owmg the pruheanng tunfemwe raard a

quesuw ' whether the rnateral wm!J nmmanly be dared d ouwde the state d !!hnom, bot tn respuue
to sw tvwnorerthm dated March :7,1992. Kerr-Mdlee empasaed that "there are no dagsal f anht.ca .
svadable i.a 1%nme and no ranbty is smtemplmd for am.h rratcrals" (Resswue dated Matth 'e ?,1992, at 2)
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2. Iryury in Fact

-ta) General

To demonstrate injury in fact, courts require a showing that the petitioner has
suffered or will suffer a " distinct ar 1 palpble" barm, that the harm fairly can
be traced to the challenged action and that the injury is likely to be redressed
by a favorable decision. Dellums v. NRC,863 F.2d 968,971 (D.C. Cir.1988),
citing Warsh v. Seldin,422 U.S. 490, $01 (1975) and Simon v. Eastern Kentucky
Weyarc Rights Org.,426 U.S. 26,38,41 (1976).

Where (as here) the purported turm or injury has not yet occurred, it must at
least be shown to be likely, '1he petitioner must demonstrate that it has a "real
stake"in the outcome of Oc proceeding, although not necessarily a substantial
stake, flounon lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units I and 2),-

3- L11P4.' 10,9 NRC 439,447 48 (1979), ag'd, ALAB.549,9 NRC 644 (1979).
In ruling on standing questions, we anust accept as true all material factual -

allegations of the petition, except to the extent we deem them to te overly
speculative. Warth, supra,422 U.S. at $0l; United 7tansportation Union v.,
Interstate Commerce Commission,891 F.2d 908,911 12 (D.C. Cir.1989). .

(b) Kerr AlcGee's Claims

Kert hicOcc has propounded the following claims of injury in fact stemming
from the licensing of this facilit}, to which we will apply die foregoing

_ _ standards:'
1, Kerr hicOce's interest in assuring that the review of the application by

the Commission fully addresses the health, safety, and environmental
implications of the application, inasmuch as failure to do so "might
subject Kerr hicOce to potential liability for claims arising under
state tort law and federal and state environmental statutes."' Kerr.
hicGee focused this interest in terms of its potential llaDility under
the Superfund laws?

2. Kerr McGee's financial interest, premised upon Se increased cost
(includinr environmental costs both to Kerr..tkOcc and to persons

~

cear the shipment routes) of shipping material to the Envirocare site
rather than leaving it on site,'' Kerr McOcc subseqirntly withdrew

'in evalusung Kerv&As clairns of injury, we are d ourse knutes. w the types d ir@ary in isst actually
assaned by Kort kkh Su Ciewlas.flActnc ILawinas ca (Peny Nuclear IWor Plant, Unit 1),IJ1P 974,
3s NRC 114 (1997).
'llaquest for licanns dated Iotuusry 25.1991, et 6, keply hianwrendum ur Ken hkOce, dated Apra is.1991,

at 4.

'1r.11 12.1142a
l'Raiunst rm lleanes, sacre om 8, at 6,'Ir.12.

,
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.

Otis claim of injury in view of its agreement wiui Illinois to ship the
material off site and out of state.

3. Kerr.McOce's asserted injury caused by environmental damage or
accidents arising fium the transport of wastes to the Envirocare
facility."

4. Kert McGee's interest "as a corporate citiren"in the " entire range of
public health and safety issues.""

(c) Board Rulings on injury in Fact

(i) Italing with these clairns in inverse order, we find the fourdi("corlorate
citizen interest") is clearly not a valid basis for standing. It represents a type of
"generallred grievance" shared in substantially equal measure by all or a large
class of citizens - such as assertions of broad public interest in regulatory
matters, or the administrative process, or the development of economical energy
resources, or economic interest as a ratepayer - that will not result in the
distinct and palpable harm suf6cient to support standing. There Afile Island,
CLl.83 25, supra,18 NRC at 332 331 Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts llar
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAll-413, $ NRC 1418 (1977); Dellums, supra,
863 P.2d at 9711 Warth, supra,422 U.S. at 501. That the class of corporate
citirens !s srnaller than the totality of all citizens does not rescue it from the
generality of the "large class" that lacks the particularity necessary to establish
an interest in the proceeding.

(ii) '!he thltd claim (based on environmental damage or accidents stemming
from transportation of wastes to the site) is invalid tecause it contains an insuf-
6ciently particularized relationship to the Envirocare site. Under its agreement
with the State of Illinois, Kerr McGee clearly will have to transport its wastes
someplace. From the material before us, it appears that Kert McOcc will risk
essentia!!y the same damages if it ships the wastes to any location, and it is clear
that it will have to do so. Kerr-McGee has pointed to nothing that makes ship-
ment to the Envirocare site different from shipment to any other site. And the
Applicant has stated that shipment would be by rail or truck using conventiorni
containers."

*Ihat being so, there are no particularized reasons why the transportation
claims - notwithstanding their foundation in cavironmental or public health and
safety claims - rixmid be recognized as a basis for standing in this particular
proceeding. The injury, if any, would neither be caused by the licensing of this

" Reply stenerendum at KertAldice. dated Aggil 15.1991 at 4;
U Tr.12, lit.
IlTr. 3 M2. @. m
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facility not alleviated by any conditions that we could imiose on the facility.
See Simon, wpra,426 U.S. at 311.

(iii) As noted above, the second basis (costs of shipping cif site, as
icompared to onsite storage) has been withdrawn in light of Ker.+.McOce's

agreement to so dispose of its wastes. |
(iv) The first basis listed sepresents the only potentiallwviable basis for ;

standing of right proffered by Kerr.McGec. Ntunely, Kt -.McOcc asserts
perpetual liability for onsite incidents should it store wastes of Envirocare. Ken.
McOcc relles on the Superfund statute to support this claim of potential damage. ,

'We review this claim in some detail,
Kerr McGee asserts - and no oler party appears to dispute - that some

of the waste rnatcrial on the West Chicago site is subject to Superfund liability.
Such liability arises from section 107(a) of the Comprehensive Environtnental

-

Response, Compensation and Liability Act (" CERCLA"),42 U.S.C. 6 9607(a),
which reads in pertinent part:

| WoT. liabihty

(a) Covered persses, sure

!tkswithstandmg any wher provisim or rule of law, and subject tedy to the defenses ses furth

in substaiun (b) of this se6 tion -

(3) any persm who by watract, agreanerd, w <aherwise stranged fur dissmal te
treatmers. cv ananged with a transporter fur trans; ort foe disposal w treatmmt, of hatardous
substanns owned te p>ssessed by sudi person by any other party a trairy, at any facihty

[owned te operated by another party or erdity and cmtaining sudi hazardous substances, . 4

. . . frorn whidi there is a release, or a erestened release whidi causes the incurrence

d respmse costs, d a haiardous substance. shatl be hable for -
(A) ett costs d removal or remedial naim incuncJ by the United States Government

<s a State nd incuniistent with the natimal cmtingency plan;
'

(D) any uher recessary costs d response incurred by any oect persun stmeistent with
the natiunal contingercy plan; and ,

(C) damages for injury to destruol m of, or loss d natural resources, includmg thei
;
l

ressmahle tuts d assessing sudi injury,' destruction, or loss nsuhing from audi a release.
I

'There are relatively few defenses against liability under the foregoing provi-
sion. 'Ihey are all set f7 hi section 107(b) of CERCLA,42 U.S.C. 6 9607(b), ,

!

which trads:

'

(b) Defenses

%ere shall be no liahihty under subsedim (a) d this sedim for a person otherwise
liable who can estalksh by a pregnvierance of the evidence that the release or threat d
release of a hasard.ma autntance and thJ damage resuhang therefrten were caused solcly by
_
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i

(1) an ut of (k=1,
(?) an act of *st;
(3) en act or tunissum of a third pany taber than an eenployee or agent of use '

dcfendant, or than une whose act or ornissusi ouves in use,ecthm with a naaractual
,

relatkuuhip, esisting direaty or inditedly *ith the deferidant (eacep . 4 ),if the defimdant

estaldidies try a prqwderance of tie evidence that (a) he caercised due care with respect ~
r

to the harardous substance conocered, taking into umiideratim the charyteristics of sudi
harardous substance, in bght of all rejetant facu and circurnstances, and (b) he kd
presautions asainst foreseealde acu or ornissima of any such third party and the conseque4xes
that toutJ foreseestdy resdt frurn sAh acts or urninskms; or

(4) any cornhinathm of the fuegoing paragra}Lt.
,

Kert McGee asserts Olat the Superfund liability remains with it rotwithstand- ,

ing the transfer of the waste material to a disposal site such as Envirocare and ;

notwithstanding that the damage giving rise to the liability occurs while the !

material is in the disposal facility's control and possession (and through no fault
of Ken McGee,its employees or agents) Ken McGee also claims that it could
be jointly and severally liable under the Superfund statute not only for damages ,

from its own waste but also for damages from the wastes of others stored at
die facility that may become commingled with its own waste. Therefore, Ken.
McGee reasons, it has an obligation tc assure that the waste is handled and
stored in as appropriate a manner as possible, at a facility designed to assure
that its waste is nroperly stored to prevent damages from arising and, in addition,
will not become commingled with the wastes of other disposers."

Kerr McGee claims that its intervention into this proceeding is an appropriate
way to effectuate its interest in achieving this goal and, accordingly, that
its interest will be affected by die results of this proceeding. - Ken-McOcc
particularly emphasizes 1.s R#wt in assuring that its wastes are k(pt separate
and apart from wastes prowM oy other customers of the facility, to avoid joint

| and several liability and to assure that any eventual Superfund liability on its
part is limited to that arising from its own wastes.

:In response, the Applicant and Staff each assert that, notwithstanding the;

j Superfund liability, Kerr McOcc does not have an interest in the Envirocare
proceeding, because it may never seek to store its wastes at the Envirocare site, ;

They deem Kerr McGec's interest descrited above as teing too speculative to

j serve as a basis for standing to participate in the proceeding.
The Applicant and Staff acknowledge that there currently is no licensed

disposal site that would be authorized to accept Kerr McGec's West Chicago
wastes, 'Ihey also acknowledge that application 3 are cunently pending for ,

such authority at two separate facilities, the Envirocare facility and one other

H No pny has clauned that superfund habihty would fut entend to ma' enate suned at an NICregulaied sue
such as latvimcare, and wt thus do nca esp!m, the remirustms or legal sahety or such a claun.
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similar proposed facility located near Spoffont, Texas, to be operated by Texcor
Industries, Inc.o (The Texas facility license is currently under review by the
State of Texas.) 4

!!ut the Staff, at least, also claims that Ken.hicOcc has other storage
alternadves, even if h has agreed that it will not store the wastes on its own
West Chicago site or within the State of Illinois. The Staff lists three general
cr.tego,ies of such alternatives.

The first is any site that Kctr.McOcc itself may develop to dispose of the
West Chicago tailings. In this category the Staff includes onsite storage (both
in-place and relocated), but even absent the availabihty of such option, the Staff
maintains that Kert.McGee could obtain a suitable site and develop it itself.'' It
adds that there are potentially a large number of sites that could lueet the slung
criteria of 10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A.

In our view, it is not appropriate to deny injury in fact (and hence standing)
= on the ground that a peddoner could go out and develop its own site and thus

may never use the she in quesdon. In the first place, although Ken McGee has
had much experience in handling thorium wastes, it disclaims any expertise in
the disposal of wastes - as we understand it, the establishing or operating of a
long term waste storage facility."

lleyond that, sv'1 a response is equivalent to the declaradon, in an antitrust
context, that monopoly control over a scarce resource is not objectionable
inasmuch as a purchaser can always go out and establish its own soutre of
supply of the resource - a claim that has been roudnely rejected. See, e.g.
Lorain Jourrd Co. v. United States,342 U.S.143 (1951); Eastman Kodd Co.

| - v. Southern Photo Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359 (1927). Moreover, under the
| Staff's reasoning, a peutioner would never have an interest in a facility to be
'

operated in the future, inasmuch as the petitioner's interest might well change
before the facility in question becomes operadonal.

The Staff's second category of so<alled available sites is any existing site
under the Uranium Mill 1hilings Radiation Control Act (UMTitCA), Title ll,
that has enough room in its tailings impoundment to hold the West Chicago
tailings. The Staff points out that many such sites would be physically capable
of accepung the West Chicago tailings, and it lists 23 mills capable of taking
section 11c(2) byproduct material from other sites." It acknowledges, however,

U
Arpheara's kapsme in Bmrd Quatune or May 2.1841 daied hrmary 24.1992 et s. NRC staft's Repume

to the IAansing Board's Qumums in its order of May 2.1991. detal I etaary s.1992 (curroned on l'etvuary
5 1992), at 4.
II

NRC s< aft's Respme to the licensma Ikerd's Quamw in 4a orer of May 2.1991, deuJ l elaary 3.1992

{mnound. rdiruary 5,1992). et 21
Tr. 75.

" NRC Stafra Rapsise to the trensuq lhard's Quaums m ats orkr of May 2.1991. swraud tensori dawd
l'ebruary s,1992, Lahhi A.
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dialit has not inquired about how much unused calucity remains availible at any
such site, whether any site has sufficient excess calucity to accommodate the
West Chicago tailings, or whether the owners would be willing to accept West
Chicago wastes. The Staff adds that any site owner subject to NitC regulation
would have to seck a license amendment to permit its site to receive the West
Chicago wastes, and any site owner sut9ect to Agreement State control would
have to obtain necessary regulatory altroval from such State.

We acknowledge Otat the existence of identified sites of this type might
easily undercut Kerr McGec's claim of irVury from the licensing of Envirocate.
But we are rejecting this second category of potential sites for essentially the
same reason we rejected the first - Oc lxk of identified site whose owner is
expressly willing and able to handle Kerr McGec's wastes. None of the $ltes
would currently be available to take the West Chicago wastes, and ne tile owner
has sought to make its site ava!!able. Indeed, the record includes to suggestion
that any owner Sculd wish to do two. Absent such a showing, the theoretical
acceptability and potential availability of such sites does not elevate thern to die
status of available alternatives ~ particularly given Kert McGec's expressed

1need for disposing of the wastes as soon as possible. '

Finally, the Staff's third category of potentially available sites are commercial
disposal facilities licensed to receive section lle(2) byproduct material. 'lhe
Staff acknowledges that no such facility is currently licensed, and it indicates
knowledge of only two that are seeking regulatory approval for dial purrose -
the Envirocare facility (involved in dils proceeding) and the Texcor Industries
facility in Tex.as, mendoned earlier. The Staff indicates that it has had informal
conversations with others who might seck to establish such facilities,

in our view, based on the representations of both Kerr McGee and other ,

parties, only the Envirocast and Texcor facilities constitute viable options for
the near term disposal of the West Chicago wastes. As Kert McOcc points out.
"[t]here are only two potential sites out [] there . . . . It]he available opvons
are Envirocare and Texcor"" The record additionally reflects that authorhics
and public opinion in the State of Illinois view the Envirocure site as the prime
option for waste disposal" and, for purposes of standing, we must give credit
to these statements (which are reiterated by Ksrr McOce). ;

As the Staff points out," Kerr McGee's interest in the Envirocare facility
would be saunger if it had taken steps to attunge for potential disposal at that
site - a step it has apparently not_taken. We disagree, however, with the

'

Staff's conclusion that, absent any such arrangement, Kerr McGec's interest in

"h n. s4.
# eqwsi far llearung, dated 1% nary 25,1991, et 4 s amt varima anschmeniaR
U h $1,
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the Envirocare facility would necessarily be too hypothedcal and speculative to
constitute a valid interest.

In our view, there are currently only (Su potential facilities for the near term
disposal of Kerr McGec's wastes that we must consider in evcluating Kerr-
McGee's standing to participate in this proceeding - Envirocare and Texcor,
if Kert McGee haJ expressed an intent to use either Envirocare or Tesctr or
both, or gethaps the first licensed, we would have no difficcity in corrd dhg
that Kert McGee has an interest in assuring that either or both of these faalides
rnect its special need for acceptable long-term isolation and separation of its
wastes. Such assurance is needed to preclude Kert McGec from becoming liable
for damages caused by improper handling and storage of its own wastes and
generally and severally liable under CERCLA for damages caused by wastes
generated by others that become co-mingled with its own wastes.

Kert McGee, however, has not even expressed the intent that would provide it
standing to protect against CERCLA liabihty. The farthest that it has gone is its
statement that it " consider [s) Envirocare as an alternative site for the materials."N
lt also stated that "we have no preference as between Texcor and Envirocate or
anyone else."u Something more is required, to provide the concrete interest that
must te &monstrated under the Commission's Rules of Practice. Otherwise,
the Applicant might be required to make extensive changes to its facility to
accommodate the CERCLA liability of a single potential customer that has not
expressed any intent to use the facilhy.

Absent such an expression of intent, we conclude that Kerr.McOcc has failed
to demonstrate its interest in this proceeding. It has not met its burden in
establishing injury in fact. Kerr McOce thus lacks standing of right to participate
in this proceeding.

3. Zone of interest

Olven our conclusion on injury in fact, we need not rule on the second aspect
of standing, i.e., whether the asserted injury of Kerr McGee falls " arguably
within the zones of interest" sought to be protected by the statute being enforced
- here, the Atomic Energy Act or NEPA. See Pebble Springs, CLI 76 27,
supta,4 NRC at 614: see also Air Courier Conf., supra,1I2 L. Ed, 2d at
i134; Association ofData Processing Service Organirations, Inc. v. Camp,391
U.S.150 (1970). Ilecause an appeal of our deiermination might wc!! be taken,
however, we telieve it to be useful to express out opinion on whether the only
basis for standing thN we have found could have merit arguably falls within

,

the zones of interest of the foregoing statutes - namely, potential CERCLA

8 Tr.10.
U;: Tr. 75 (merected,-
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liability of Kerr McGec from imivoper handling and storage of its wastes arxl
from the co mingling of its wastes with those of others.

'Ihe Applicant and Staff have cited a number of cases holding that economic J
'

matters of various sorts are not within the zones of interests sought to be
protected by the Atomic Energy Act or NEPA, in particular, either or both
rely on, inter alla, Pebble Springs, CLl 76 27, supra,4 NRC.at 614; Virginia
flectric and Power Co. (North Anna Ibwer Station, Units I and 2), ALAll- 1

342. 4 NRC 98 (1976); and Long Island Ug/ ding Co. (Jamesport Nuclear i

Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAb 292, 2 NRC 631,638 39 (1975) On |

such basis, llwy assert that Kerr McOce's interests are likewise not within a ,

qualifying rone of interest and, on that ground as well, KerrMGec has failed
to establish standing. |

'
We have reviewed those and other cases of the same sort - c.g., Sacramento

'

Municipal Utillry District (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-92 2,
35 NRC 41 (1992), appeal pending sub nom. Environmental and Resources
Consermtion Organtration v. NRC No. 92 70202 (9th Cir., filed Apr. 2,1992) ,

(economic [riterest of plant employees in employment at plant that was shutting
down for management determined reasons rot within protected ame of interest).
We agree that they do hold that, at the tirne of their issuance, the particular ,

'

economic interest being asserted did indeed fall outside the zones of interest
sought to be protected by the governing statutes. Ilut, as Kers McGee observes,
the cconomic interest it secks to assert (vis a vis its CERCLA liability) depends }

tupon an amendment to the Atomic Energy Act that was not in cifect at the time
of (or, with respect to the Rancho Seco decision, did not Apply to) the foregoing i

decisions.8' . [
The amendment in question was enacted in 1983? It modified section 84a(l)

of the Atomic Energy Act to include the language underscored below: ,

s. lhe Cununission shall insure that the management of any L y;miuct material, as defined*

in sectkn ll.e(2),is carried out in pudi mannet as j

(1) the Ckanission deems apsmpriate to protect the puhhc heahh and safety and
de environment from radk, logical and runradiological hmrds associated with the
processing and with the pcs6cssion and transfer or suth material ta&ing into account
the tha to the puNis health, sqfety. and ahe environment, witk due conniera% ef the

; . economic costs andsuch otherfactors as she Commtsswn determines to be apprmriate

. . . |cmphasis suiyliedi

Kerr McGee asserts that this language added economic considerations to
the Atomic Energy Act, at least in the area of section lle(2) waste disposal,
enlarging the ambit of the zoncs of interest sought to be enforced by the Act to

*

,
3' T 111.11F14,11s.
Mtw t. No 9N15 (96 sat 2ar,'t) 09:3).

I '

'
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include claims of the adequacy of the facility sausfactority to isolate the wast (s ;

i
provided by different disposers!* Although the Applicait and Staff acknowledge
some change to the zones of interest comprehended by die Act, bodi claim that
the NRC fulfilled its entire obligation in regard to the economic aspects of
waste disposal by its issuance (in 1985) of revised implementing regulations in
10 C.F.R. Part 40, Appendix A. The Staff stresses the portion of that revision

'

that allows reduction in a 1000-year isolation design standard to 2(0 years under
certain circumstances." They each cite Quivira Afining Co. v. U.S. NRC. 866

'

5F.2d 1246 (10th Cir.1989) (hereinafter, putrita).
.We agrec (and Kerr McOcc does not here dispute) that Gulvira held that NRC

satisfactorily recognized economic conshierations and performed the requisite
cost tenefit rationalli.ation in its issuance of the 1985 version of Appendix A to
Part 40. Beyond that, however, Kerr McOcc cites the Court's xknowledgment
thr, in approving the 1985 criteria, it recognized that "NRC has pledged
to take into account 'the economics of improvements in relation to beriefits
to the public health and safety' in maling site specifsc licensing decisions
[ emphasis added), see 1985 Criteria, Introduction" and, as a result, concluded
Otat "this commitment is consistent with the statutory mandate to determine that
the costs of regulation bear a ' reasonable relationship' to benefits "" Further,
tud significantly, the Court commented that those challenging the regulations
(including Kerr McOce) "may have cause in the future to challenge, in the
context of individual licenting procedures, whether the NRC's application of
[the Introduction of Appendix A to Part 40] achieves the statutory command of
flexibility"2'

'

i

We agree with Kctr McOcc that this material persuasively establishes that
Issues such as Kerr-McGee wishes to raise (concerning the adequacy of material
storage and isolation in light of CERCLA liability) are at least " arguably"
(the only standard that must be met) within try2 rane of interests sought 16 be
protected by section 84a(1) of the Atomic Energy Act. 'Ihus, adequate storage
and isolation under the criteria of the Appendix to Ittt 40 rnay not be sufficient
in view of CERCLA liability. Ilut, on the other hand, the added cost (if any) of
constructing the facility and managing its operations to take CERCLA liability
into account may exceed the bounds of reasonableness that the Atomic Energy
Act now directs the Commission to consider The rones of interests covered
by section 84a(1) of the Atomic Energy Act are thus at least " arguably" broad
enough to encompass such claims. The second aspect of standing has thus been
satisfied by Kerr McGee.

8'Tr. lis,119 20.
27 Tr.13s (star!)
88 su l'.2d at 1254 Cmd by Kerr4Mke et Tr 143L
# su F.2d si 1259 (ntsum mmte4
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4. Discretionary Standing

Although we have found that Kerr41cGee has failed to set forth at least a
seasorcible basis for us to conclude that it has standing of right in this proceeding, i

w also recognize that the Commission has authorized participation on the basis
of discretionary standing under prescribed circumstances. Src febble Spring $,
CLI 76 27. supra,4 NRC at 61417. We therefore have also considered Kett-
hicGee's claim that it should be granted stand' g as a matter of discretion. Irim :

'

determining whether to allow participation on the basis of discretionary standing,
the Commission ha directed us to look at the following factors;

(a) Weighing in favor of allowing intervention -
(1) The extent to wb4h the petitioner's participation may reason-

ably be expected to assist in developing a sound record.
-(2) The nature and extent of the petitioner's property, fmancial, or

other interest in the proceeding.
(3) 'Ihe possible effect of any order that may be entered in the

proceeding on the petitionct's interest.
(b) Weighing against allowing intervention -

(4) 'Ihe availability of other means whereby petitioner's interest
,

!will be protected.
(5) "the extent to which petitioner's interest will be represented by

existing panics.
(6) The extent to which petitioner's participation will inappropri.

ately broaden or delay the proceeding.
Weighing the varying factors, we believe that the first - the most important"

- weighs slightly in favor of Kerr-hicGec's intervention, on topics relating to
the capability of the facility (and its management) to store wastes properly to
avoid CERCLA liability and to keep isolated one entity's wastes from the 'vastes
of r,thers, although Kerr hicGec itstlf disclaims e.ny expertise in disposal of
waste,81 'the second factor - Kerr hicOce's interest in the proceeding - is,
however, negative; as we have stated earlier, Kerr htcGee has demonstrated a
general interest in the safe handling and storage of wastes but no particular
interest in the use of this facility. We have reviewed the third factor in
conjunction with our consideration of standing of right and conclude that it
tends to favor discretionary intervention, inasmuch as any license conditions
designed to enhance the ability of the Applicant to avoid CERCLA liability for i

.. f

|

# ebble $pnags. Ct.1 %27.supre,4 NRC et 6th Fargwe flarac and rmr Co,(Lnh Anna ibww s adm.P
Units I and 2). AtAB 30,4 NRC 01. U3 0976), pun.c $<nsce Ca. of oMabag (mua lua suum, Unas
t and 2), A1All.397, s NRC 1143, lies (1977); Tennis.ca rekry Avknry (Watu Dat Nclear l'iant. Unns 1i

' arwt 2), AIAB413, s NRC 141s,1422 (19M
33Tt. ~15.

!
! 2
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improper storage and to isolate the material of various dis [osers would enhance
the option of Kert McGec to utilite the Envirocare facility for its wastes. |

As for the contrary factors, Kert McOcc could perhaps attain its stated desire ;

-a facility properly designed and operated to minimize Kerr McOce's potential |

CERCLA liability - through informal conversatloas with the Applicant and
Staff, as suggested by the Staff." Although Kerr McGee would have no right I

to have its views consideed, much less acted upon, the Staff and Applicant at
the prehearing conference appeared amenable to such an approach and willing

-to take responsible suggestions seriously. We rank this factor as neutral.
- neither favoring not disfavoring intervention. De fifth factor favors intervention,
. inasmuch as there is no other party who could represent or protect Kerr McGee's
interest.

Finally, and significantly, intervention of Kerr McGee clearly will prodw;c
some delay in the proceeding - adjudication in a situation where there otherwise
would te none will of necessity produce that result. Kerr McOcc denies any
intent to delay the proceeding through its participation and offers to proceed
expeditiously and abide by expedited discovery and hearing schedules." Were
a hearing to it enthorized, we would also take steps to minimize that ecessary
result by limiting Kerr McGec's intervention to issues clearly related to its
inaest in avoiding CERCLA liability Nonetheless, delay would occur, and
we would thus weigh this factor negatively.

One further factor needs to le considered. Based on our inquiries to the
parties as well as our own research, we are unaware of any proceeding where i

'

discretionary it,iervention was the only intervention granted." We also are
|unaware of any bar to doing so. Indeed, the Appeal Board long ago sugge<,ted

that no such bar exists, commenting that "before a hearing is triggered at the
instance of one who has not alleged any cognizable personal interest in the
operation of this facility, there should be cause to telieve that some discernible
public interest will be served by the hearing" Wans Bar, ALAB-413, supra,
5 NRC at 1422. There do not appear to be any established standa:ds for
determining whether a discernible public interest would be served by a hearing.

Ilere, we believe that a discernible public interest would not be served by the
hearing that Kert McOcc has requested. The issues it has raised are not being
ignored by the Staff - indeed, as pointed out by the Staff and Applicant,"
many of the proposed contentions are derived from or suggested by questions
previously asked the Applicant by the Staff * In addition, we are urging the Staff

"Tr.O 6849.
"Tr' 13.1s4.13s.
" Tr 14.16.151
"Tr. 69.156 57,1f=2.
"In paruculst, peopmod comanians 1. 2. 3,4. 3. 7. s. 9.12.13.14.15, 26. I8.19. and M
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, (later in this opinion) to devote particular attention to one issue that was initially- '

highlighted by Kerr htcOcc and which is currently under review by the Staff- ;<

namely, Contention 6, concerning the capability of management adequately to.

manage the proposed facility (see p.186, &(ra).
Thus, the primary reason why we are declining to grant intervention on a

discretionary basis is the same reason we refused to gran: standing as a matter
of right - thJ absence of any commitment or even expressed intent by Kerr-
hicOcc actively to consider use of the facility (whether separately from or in
conjunction with the Texcor facility) for all or a portion of its wastes. Another
reason is our failure to perceive any " discernible public interest" that will be
served by a hearing in a situation where, as here, there are no other intervenors.

' Accordingly, as a matter of discretion, and particularly absent an expression
of intent such as we have described, we conclude that Kerr htcOcc has failed
to establish adequate grounds to merit convening a hearing to provide it an
adjudicatory opportunity to participate in resolving issues bearing upon the
CERCLA liability of waste disposers (including itself).

II. Contentions

in order to be admitted as a party to a proceeding, a petitioner must not ,

'

only demonstrate its standing but also that it has proffered at least one viable
contention.10 C.F.R. 62.714(b)(1). Olven our finding of lxk of standing, we
normally would not discuss the adequacy of contentions. Because of potential
review, however, we believe it desirable to express our view on whether Kerr.
hicOcc has proffeard at least one valid contention. ,

in its December 9,1991, filing, Kerr.hicOcc submitted twenty proposed
contentions. In their responses to those contentions, the Applicant and Staff,
respectively, have acknowledged that many of the contentions are consistent
with the NRC rules governing contentions, and they offered no objection to their
admission, assuming standing were to be found. We discussed the contentions
with the parties at the prehearing conference."

in its response to Kerr-hicOce's contentions, the Applicant stiggests that,
if we were to find that Kerr hicOcc has standing, we limit its participation to
those issues as to which it has demonstrated a proper interest, based on authority
In 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(g).'' That section authorizes us, upon determining that a
petitioner's interest is limited to me or more of the issues involved in the
proceeding, to limit its participatica to those issues. In addition, in conjunctior'
with discretionary intervention, the Commission explicitly empowered boards

N Ts 178-219.
3s App ,,ng.s Answer to KemM.;Oce*e Contenums. dawd January 24,1992, at 14.Tr Rg
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to limit the participation of intervenors "to the issues tney have specified as of
particular concern to them." I'cbble Springs. CLi-76 27, m;>ra,4 NRC at 617.

Given the limited subject that we have determined even warrants participation
of Kert McGee, and given our determination that Kerr McGee can contribute
in some degree to the development of LW record insotar as it tears on that
subject, we find the Applicant's suggestion to be well founded. lf a hearing were.

authorir.ed, we would limit Kerr-McGee's participation to contentions having a
beah2 upon the ability of the facility and its management properly to handle
and store wetes to avoid CERCLA liability and to assure isolation of one
organiration's wastes from the wastes of others.

As submitted, the proposed u,ntentions fall into several discrete categories:
1. Above-Grade Disposal- Conwndon 1.
2. Siting - Contentions 2, 3.
3. Transportation Issues - Contentions 4, 5.
4. Applicant's Qualifications - Contention 6.

-

5. Seismic Stability - Contention 7.
6. llydrological Performance - Contentions 8. 9.
7. Maintenance - Contention 10.
8. Intrusion - Contention 11. ~

9. Waste Characteristics - Contention 12.
10. Embankment Liner - Contention 13.
I 1. Radon Barrier - Contention 14.
12. Water Erosion - Contention 15.
13. Endangered Species - Contention 16.
14. Waste Dusi - Contention 17.
15. Monitoring - Contention 18.
16. Cost Benefit Analysis -- Contention 19.
17. Surety Arrangements - Contention 20.

Kerr McGee has stated that its contentions (filed on Decernber 9,1991)
are not based on the latest version of the Applicant's propasal, that filed on
December 16, 1991, but that if we determined that it had standing, it would
discuss its contentions with the parties, drop any that had become moot, and
revise the others in accordance with the latest proposal." If a hearing were to

*

be held, we would adopt that course of action. llowever, inasmuch as we wnh
to provide guidance as to how we would rule on contentions, we turn to the
contentions that are before us.

Under the criteria we have adopted, Contention 1 would appear to raise
issues of the suitability of above-grade disposition to achieving the protection
and isolation that Kerr McGee believes is necessary. Neither the Applicant

"Tr.195. 218-1 Any rmsed emtenuuns that reire new uus udJ be sub; xt w the lawfJmg cn:ena of 10
C.F.R I1714(a)o)
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nor Staff opposes this contention. We would accept it if a hearing were to be
authoriecd. Thus, the contention requirement for a hearing would be satisfied, n

. As for the others, we leave mon of them to a time when, by virtue of an
appeal from our decision, we may be directed to hold a hearing. Only one -
number 6 - warrants our comments at this time. 'that contention challenged
the adequacy of the Applicant's management to nchieve proper disposal and
isolation of wastes from the wastes of others. Kerr McOcc cites four separate
exampics of management practice at the existing Envirocare facility.

The Staff does not oppose this contention, and the Applicant objects on
the merits. It claims that Kerr-McGee is merely using isolated instances in
Envirocare's 4-year management of NORM wastes fnd is unfairly considering
them out of context We note, however, that Kctr-McGee is using a traditional
way of raising management issues and that it may be the only way to raise
potential systemic management deficiencies. Assuming this contention were
never to le litigated, we strongly urge the Staff (as it apparently intends) to -

perform additional investigation into the alleged circumstances and to determine
whether the cited circumstances reflect management deficiencies that ought to

,

be remedied prior to licensing."

.t

111. ORDEll

On the basis of the foregoing, it is, this 30th day of April 1992, ORDERED:
1. The request for a hearing and petidon for leave to intervene of Kerr-

McGec Chemical Corp. is hereby denied.
2. This proceeding is hereby terminated. .n

3. Objections to this Order may be filed by a party or petitioner within five
(5) days of its service, except that the Staff may file such objectior.s within ten
(10) days after service. Cf.10 C.F.R. 5 2352(c).

4. This Order is subject to appeal to the Commission in accordance with
Y. the provisions of 10 C.F.R. (2314a. Any appeal must be filed within ten (10)

- days of service of this Order and must include a Notice of Appeal and supporting

.

.

"Indeed. the stafr has indasied that. as of Fetwuary.1992 shhough "unsbie to form an cpmm at tFas ame as to
the sigmricance or Grae inndenta. Li wdl consider this matter as appropneta in the cowse of us mgouis rmco of
Fevirocare's hcense appbcadm." NkC Staff's Respmse to Ken 4LGee's Contendons. sonected wenim dated
February s,1992. et 14 n 19.
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brief. Any other party inay file a trief in support of or in opposition to the
appeal within ten (10) days af ter service of the appeal.

IT IS SO ORDliRED.

Tile ATOh11C SAFliTY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Charles 13echhoefer, Chairtuan

ADh11NISTR ATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Richard F. Tbster
ADh11NISTR ATIVE JULX]E

Frederick J. Shon
ADh11NISTR ATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
April 30,1992
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